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Chamber begins to analyze proposal to regulate
trust in the country
Bill provides for structure very similar to the one we have abroad

By Joice Bacelo - From Rio

03/23/2021 5:01 am · Updated 

Lawyer Alessandro Fonseca: after the trust institute is recognized, tax regulations will have to come - Photo: Ana Paula
Paiva / Valor

A legislative move has been drawing the attention of the most affluent families. This

is a project in progress at the Chamber of Deputies that provides for regulating the

trust. This structure exists only abroad and, even without protection by law, it is

widely used by high-income Brazilians - mainly in succession planning.
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The proposal, foreseen in the Bill of Law (PL) No. 4,758, tries to bring to Brazil a

structure very similar to the one that has been abroad. If taken forward, lawyers say,

it would open a new market in the country and, in addition, it would give more

security to Brazilians who have trust abroad.

The text was presented by deputy Enrico Misasi (PV-SP) in September last year. The

first movement took place on the 10th of this month, when the proposal was

submitted for analysis by the Finance and Taxation Commission.

The trust consists of a private contract. The person (settlor) transfers the ownership

of part or all of his assets to someone (trustee) who will assume the obligation to

manage them for the benefit of the contractor or the persons indicated by him

(usually heirs). This role, in the international market, is in the hands of financial

institutions and companies specialized in wealth management.

"It is a way of ensuring that this equity is limited to several situations, from, for

example, the representation of a political exercise in a company or even the

definition of an investment policy", says lawyer Alessandro Fonseca, from the Mattos

Filho office.

The intention of whoever constitutes a trust is generally to protect the property -

leaving management with someone specialized - and to ensure that the quality of

life of the heirs is maintained after the death of the patriarch.
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Among the Brazilians who knock on the doors of the big law firms in search of this

solution, are, for example, parents of children with special needs, minors or who do

not see the profile of their children in business management.

“It may be more interesting to put the estate in the hands of a specialized

professional, with clear and pre-established rules, than to put that estate in the hand

of an uncle or family member who may be the child's curator and who does not

have the same knowledge , or that it will not protect in the same way ”, says Joanna

Rezenda, partner at Velloza.

The lawyer and colleague Leandro Vilarinho Borges, who works at the same bank,

say that there is no instrument here in Brazil with the same function as the trust. The

closest, they claim, are the VGBL-type plans, in which money can be transferred and

income guaranteed to the heirs for a certain time.

“Only the trust is much broader. It's not just money. It is used for the management of

assets, properties and shares, for example, and even allows for dealing with

peculiarities ”, adds Borges.

Trust contracts specify the names of beneficiaries, from when they start receiving,

for how long and in what form - how many percent each month, semester or year.

They can also provide for special conditions. If one of the heirs has a serious illness,

for example, a larger amount of money could be released or the cost of treatment

could be provided.

The presentation text of the PL states that it is intended to introduce into Brazilian

law the “trust contract”, a regime for the administration of third party assets

“inspired by the figure of the trust”. The settlor - the one who transfers ownership of

the assets -, in Brazilian law, would become the fiduciator. The trustee, which

receives and manages the assets in favor of the beneficiaries, would be the fiduciary.
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One of the most important points is the prediction, expressed, that the assets of the

trustee and the trustee do not mix. “Today, we don't have that in law. If I transfer my

assets to you and you incur debts, my assets are responsible for your debts and I will

see ships. The PL is saying, then, that when I transfer, my assets will be separated

from your debts. It cannot be reached ”, says Joanna Rezende.

The text also contains the procedures that must be observed, what will need to be

included in the contract and how the formalization will take place (in notary or will).

The text does not, however, address tax issues - one of the most sensitive for

Brazilians who have trust abroad.

“This first moment is about civil nature. It is an important milestone. This has never

been discussed before. After the institute is recognized, as a consequence, tax

regulations will have to come. Today, the story is all built on the basis of

interpretation and often divergent interpretations ”, says Alessandro Fonseca.

Tax attorneys understand, for example, that income transfer is not subject to

Income Tax - because it is a donation and not income. But the IRS defends taxation.

The understanding is in Consultation Solution nº 41, edited last year by the General

Taxation Coordination (Cosit).

Today, Brazilians are generally trusted in tax havens - the Bahamas and the Virgin

Islands among them. Lawyers say the intention is not to evade taxes, but to avoid

encumbering assets that are being transferred and will be managed for the benefit

of the next generations.

Not everyone sees it that way, however. The trust gained fame here in Brazil,

especially with Operation Lava Jato. And a bad reputation - it came to be seen as an

instrument of concealment and money laundering. According to the Federal

Revenue, in the scope of Lava-Jato alone, approximately R $ 4.7 billion were assessed

in schemes that used offshores.
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“But trust is not that. It does not have this characteristic. It is widely used outside

Brazil and most of the time it has a lawful purpose. We are talking about an excellent

instrument for succession planning, which can even avoid litigation between

families, ”says Ivana Marcon, from Baptista Luz Advogados.
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